
SCPs for ASX®-200BX, ASX-1000, ASX-1200, TNX™-210, and TNX-1100

Powerful processing, 
unmatched performance

Multiservice Broadband Switch Control Processors (SCPs) Data Sheet

Switch control processors (SCPs) are the “brains” of
Marconi multiservice broadband switches. These top-of-
the-line Pentium SCPs bring flexibility, high performance,
and resiliency to your multiservice network, raising the
bar for switch performance. They also help  to protect
your investment in Marconi’s ASX®-200BX, ASX-1000,
ASX-1200, TNX™-210, and TNX-1100 products.

Key benefits
Flexibility in selecting and utilizing the
best SCP for your network
High-performance scaling of the core
network
Fast network failure recovery times
Easy access to the multiservice switch
command line interface (CLI)
Resiliency for mission-critical networks 
Fast call rates for improved network
performance and lower latency

All ASX and TNX multiservice broadband
switches come standard with multiservice
SCPs. SCP functions include connection
setup, switch configuration management,
private network-to-network interface (PNNI)
route caching, and code download (via in-
band and out-of-band management). The
multiservice broadband SCPs feature the Intel
Pentium processor for superior performance.

These high-end SCPs offer scalable memory
and processing power, which ultimately enable
increased virtual circuit (VC) space and call
rates. They also incorporate the advanced
features required for growing networks,
delivering the horsepower necessary to meet
the high-performance demands of enterprise
and service provider applications.



Meeting network demands
Today’s networks face incredible demands —
for more users, increased speed, integration of
legacy technologies, implementation of new
technologies, greater service availability — all
on a common backbone. Network operators
tired of bandwidth band-aids look to Marconi
for long-term solutions that are adaptable,
scalable, and reliable.

The ASX-200BX, ASX-1000, ASX-1200, 
TNX-210, and TNX-1100 are designed to 
meet the performance objectives of not only
today’s multiservice networks, but tomorrow’s
as well. These switches offer the flexibility and
scalability necessary to accommodate future
growth — and to protect your investment. 
With unrivaled reliability and advanced traffic
management and shaping, the ASX and TNX
switches are ideal for supporting efficient, 
low-cost networks.

The multiservice broadband SCPs are key
elements of the ASX and TNX product lines.
Each processor supports the connection
capacity of the ASX and TNX switches, thereby
delivering a combination of switch performance
and scalable capacity that is unmatched in the
industry. And because you can choose the
best SCP for your needs, you can tailor your
network to meet the growing demands for
voice, video, and data services.

Covering all the bases
SCP options exist for every application. The
200 MHz Pentium SCP and the 266 MHz
Pentium-based SCP are designed for
traditional Asynchronous Transfer Mode
(ATM), Frame Relay, and Circuit Emulation
(CEM) services.

High-memory versions of the 200 MHz 
and 266 MHz SCPs are also available. 
These processors offer 256 MB of memory 
(as opposed to 64 MB) for storing IP and
Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) routing
tables. The increased memory also 
maximizes the VC space for switches 
running ForeThought™ 8.0 or later software 
with MPLS enabled. 

If you already have a 200 MHz or 266 MHz
SCP deployed in your network, a 256 MB
high-memory module can be installed easily.
This further protects your investment by
extending the life of the SCP, as well as
enabling new applications that run over
MPLS or IP.

The ASX-200BX, ASX-1000, ASX-1200, TNX-210, and TNX-1100 
offer flexibility and scalability to accomodate today’s networks as well 
as future growth.



The 200 MHz SCP with a high-memory module
is ideal for networks that provide Ethernet over
ATM; low-traffic MPLS; and traditional ATM,
voice, and Frame Relay services. The 266 MHz
SCP with a high-memory module has all the
capabilities of the 200 MHz processor, plus
solid support for MPLS and MPLS transparent
LAN services (TLS).

The 400 MHz SCP comes standard with 
256 MB of RAM. A high-memory version with
512 MB of RAM is also available. For additional
flexibility and investment protection, the 
256-MB version can be field upgraded to the
512-MB high-memory version. The 400 MHz
SCP offers all the features of the high-memory
266 MHz SCP, but it extends the life of your
multiservice network even further. This
processor provides the horsepower and RAM
needed to run IP, MPLS, ATM, and Ships in the
Night (SIN) simultaneously over the same port. 

Key features
High call rates for lower latency, minimizing
the “8 a.m. effect,” where many users log in
and attempt to establish connections at the
same time
Large connection space
Optional redundant SCPs available for
ASX switch platforms
Standard redundant SCPs for TNX platforms
Hot-swap capabilities
LED display
DB-9 serial interface connector
IEEE 802.3 compatible Ethernet interface
Support for Marconi’s ForeThought
internetworking software
– ForeThought 8.0 and higher support

MPLS label switched paths (LSPs)
Redundant SCP configurations for
non-disruptive software and SCP upgrades

Data summary   
Pentium 200 Pentium 266 Pentium 400

Clock 
(impacts call rate and call latency) 200 MHz 266 MHz 400 MHz  
Layer 2 cache 
(impacts call rate, call latency, 
LAN Emulation [LANE], and 
PNNI performance)  Yes Yes Yes  
Memory capacity 
(impacts VC space and number 64 MB DRAM 64 MB DRAM 256 MB DRAM  
of network service access point or or or
[NSAP] routes) 256 MB DRAM  256 MB DRAM  512 MB DRAM  
Flash memory capacity 
(impacts number of code 
images and number of 
permanent configurations) 16 MB 16 MB 32 MB  
Calls per second 784 882 1,350  
Call setups and teardowns 
per second 392 441 675  
Virtual connections 32,000* 32,000* 32,000  
LANE Client (LEC) instances 16 16 16  
Classical IP (CLIP) address 
resolution protocol (ARP) servers 4 4 4  
Platforms supported
ASX-200BX Standard Yes Yes
ASX-1000 Standard Yes No
ASX-1200 Yes Standard Yes
TNX-210 Yes Standard Yes
TNX-1100 Yes Standard Yes

* When running ForeThought 8.0 or higher software with MPLS enabled,
the high-memory version will maintain the maximum memory space.



SCP ordering instructions
New switches
1. Use the “Initial switch purchase primary SCP options” section of the ordering table.
2. All switches include SCPs with their initial orders. Determine the switch type in the “Switch” column of the table.
3. Determine the desired SCP from the top row of the ordering table.
4. Note both the minimum possible ForeThought version supported (i.e., with patch), as well as the recommended minimum ForeThought 

version supported (i.e., at shipment). If you are not running either of these versions, be sure to order one along with appropriate 
ForeThought support. (See the ForeThought Data Sheet for ordering information.)

5. If the desired SCP is “included,” there is no need to order this SCP for the switch. It will be shipped with the switch. Proceed to step 7.
6. Order the corresponding “Order quantity” of parts for the desired SCP to fully populate all switch fabrics with a primary SCP.
7. If a TNX switch is being configured, redundant SCPs are standard. Proceed to step 12.
8. If redundant SCPs are not required, proceed to step 12. 
9. If redundant SCPs are required, use the “Redundant SCP options at initial switch purchase” section of the ordering table.
10. Determine the desired SCP from the top row of the ordering table. (Note that this must match the primary SCP.)
11. Order the corresponding “Order quantity” of parts for the desired SCP to fully populate all switch fabrics with a redundant SCP. (Note 

that fully redundant SCP configurations are not required for all switch fabrics in an ASX series switch unit; however, it is recommended 
for operational ease.)

12. Optionally order additional replacement or support services for each SCP from the “Services ordering information” table. (The Marconi 
Standard Warranty provides one year of return-to-factory [RTF] with 10-business-day replacement.) A wide portfolio of advisory and 
replacement services is available.

13. Optionally order spare SCP units by following the “Spares” ordering procedure below.

Spares  
1. Use the “Spares or in-field SCP upgrade” section of the ordering table. Determine the switch type in the “Switch” column.
2. Determine the desired SCP from the top row of the ordering table. (Note that this must match the existing SCP in the switch.)
3. Order the quantity of spares desired.
4. Optionally order additional replacement or support services for each SCP from the “Services ordering information” table. (The Marconi 

Standard Warranty provides one year of RTF with 10-business-day replacement.) A wide portfolio of advisory and replacement services 
is available.    

In-field SCP upgrade to redundancy  
1. Note that TNX series switches are automatically shipped with redundant SCP configurations. A single TNX series SCP can be replaced 

by following the “Spares” ordering instructions above.
2. To upgrade ASX series switches for redundancy, use the “Spares or in-field SCP upgrade” section of the order table. Determine the 

switch type in the “Switch” column of the table.
3. Determine the desired SCP from the top row of the ordering table. (Please note that this must match the existing SCP in the switch.)
4. Order half of the “Order quantity” recommended for the switch and SCP combination. (The corresponding “Order quantity” column 

indicates the number of parts to order for the desired SCP to fully populate all switch fabrics with a primary and redundant SCP. Only 
half of this quantity is needed when upgrading an existing switch to a redundant SCP.)

5. Optionally order additional replacement or support services for each SCP from the “Services ordering information” table. (The Marconi 
Standard Warranty provides one year of RTF with 10-business-day replacement.) A wide portfolio of advisory and replacement services 
is available.    

In-field SCP upgrade to new SCP  
1. Use the “Spares or in-field SCP upgrade” section of the order table. Determine the switch type in the “Switch” column of the table.
2. Note both the minimum possible ForeThought version supported (i.e., with patch), as well as the recommended minimum ForeThought 

version supported (i.e., at shipment). If you are not running either of these versions, be sure to order one along with appropriate 
ForeThought support. (See the ForeThought Data Sheet for ordering information.)

3. The corresponding “Order quantity” column indicates the number of parts to order for the desired SCP to fully populate all switch 
fabrics with a redundant SCP. 

4. For TNX switches, order the full order quantity of desired SCPs for a fully redundant SCP configuration. (Redundant SCP configurations 
are required for TNX series switches.)

5. For ASX switches, order either the full order quantity for a fully redundant SCP configuration, or order half of the recommended order 
quantity for a non-redundant configuration. (Note that fully redundant SCP configurations are not required for all switch fabrics in an 
ASX series switch unit; however, it is recommended for operational ease.)

6. Optionally order additional replacement or support services for each SCP from the “Services ordering information” table. (The Marconi 
Standard Warranty provides one year of RTF with 10-business-day replacement.) A wide portfolio of advisory and replacement services 
is available.    

High-memory in-field upgrade  
1. Use the “High-memory in-field upgrade” section of the ordering table.
2. Select the SCP type that is currently present in the switch to be upgraded.
3. Order one kit for each SCP in the switch being upgraded. (Please note that in redundant SCP configurations, both primary and redundant 

SCPs must have the same amount of memory.)
4. Optionally order additional replacement or support services for each SCP from the “Services ordering information” table. (The Marconi 

Standard Warranty provides one year of RTF with 10-business-day replacement.) A wide portfolio of advisory and replacement services 
is available. 



Order Switch Switch Order High-memory 400 MHz High-memory 266 MHz High-memory 200 MHz 
type fabrics quantity 400 MHz Pentium 266 MHz Pentium 200 MHz Pentium 

Pentium  Pentium  Pentium
32 MB Flash, 32 MB Flash, 16 MB Flash, 16 MB Flash, 16 MB Flash, 16 MB Flash,
512 MB RAM 256 MB RAM 256 MB RAM 64 MB RAM 256 MB RAM 64 MB RAM 
ForeThought 7.0.1 ForeThought 7.0.1 ForeThought 6.1.1 ForeThought 6.1.1 ForeThought 6.1.1 ForeThought 6.1.1 
minimum; ≥8.0 minimum; ≥8.0 minimum; ≥8.0 minimum; ≥8.0 minimum; ≥8.0 minimum; ≥8.0 
recommended recommended recommended recommended recommended recommended   

ASX-200BX 1 1 SCP-P5-400- SCP-P5-400-BX-I SCP-P5-266-HM-I SCP-P5-266-I SCP-P5-200-HM-I Included  
BX-HM-I 

ASX-1000
2.5 GB  1 1         
5.0 GB 2 2         
7.5 GB 3 3         
10 GB 4 4            

ASX-1200
2.5 GB 1 1         
5.0 GB 2 2         
7.5 GB 3 3         
10 GB 4 4            

TNX-210 1 1 
TNX-1100
2.5 GB 1 1         
5.0 GB 2 2         
7.5 GB 3 3         
10 GB 4 4        

ASX-200BX 1 1 SCP-P5-400-HM-R SCP-P5-400-R 
ASX-1000 
2.5 GB  1 1         
5.0 GB 2 2         
7.5 GB 3 3         
10 GB 4 4        
ASX-1200
2.5 GB 1 1         
5.0 GB 2 2         
7.5 GB 3 3         
10 GB 4 4            

TNX series N/A; redundant SCPs are standard    

ASX-200BX 1 2 SCP-P5-400-HM SCP-P5-400 
ASX-1000
2.5 GB  1 2         
5.0 GB 2 4         
7.5 GB 3 6         
10 GB 4 8         
ASX-1200
2.5 GB  1 2         
5.0 GB 2 4         
7.5 GB 3 6         
10 GB 4 8         
TNX-210 1 2         
TNX-1100 
2.5 GB  1 2         
5.0 GB 2 4         
7.5 GB 3 6         
10 GB 4 8          

All switches — — N/A SCP-P5-400- N/A SCP-P5-266- N/A SCP-P5-200-
HM-UPG HM-UPG HM-UPG  

SCP-TNX- SCP-TNX-P5400-I SCP-TNX- Included SCP-TNX- SCP-TNX-P5200-I 
P5400-HM-I P266-HM-I P200-HM-I 
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SCP-P5-400-HM- SCP-P5-400- SCP-P5-266- Included SCP-P5-200-HM-I SCP-P5-200-I
ASX12-I ASX12-I 1200-HM-I   

Not supported Not supported SCP-P5-266-HM-I SCP-P5-266-I SCP-P5-200-HM-I Included
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Not supported Not supported   

SCP-P5-400-HM-R SCP-P5-400-R  

SCP-P5-266-HM-R SCP-P5-266-R SCP-P5-200-HM-R SCP-P5-200-R

Not supported Not supported   

SCP-P5-400-HM SCP-P5-400  

SCP-P5-266-HM SCP-P5-266 SCP-P5-200-HM SCP-P5-200



Marconi 
5000 Marconi Drive
Warrendale PA 15086-7502
USA
Phone: 724-742-4444
Toll free: 1-866-MARCONI (1-866-627-2664)
www.marconi.com

Product information
Phone: 724-742-6466
Toll free: 1-866-MARCONI (1-866-627-2664)
Fax: 724-742-6464
www.marconi.com
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Code: Multiservice Broadband SCPs/0802

Services ordering information*   
Service level Order number Description**  

Essential Replace Standard SUPP-S-A 10x5 next-business-day parts replacement     
Enhanced SUPP-S-PO 24x7 four-hour same-business-day parts replacement
Premium SUPP-S-PS 24x7 four-hour same-business-day service and parts replacement

Essential Repair Standard SUPP-S-10 10-business day return-to-factory (RTF) parts repair   
Enhanced SUPP-S-3 3-business-day RTF parts repair

Essential Remote SUPP-S Operating System Software that enables functionality of Marconi hardware   
SUPP-S Applications Other software designed to enhance/increase the network features 

and functionality of Marconi hardware

* All levels of service include: 24x7 Technical Assistance Center (TAC) access; remote dial-in; TAC referral; electronic case submission; 
TACtics Online access; operating system software; patches, bug fixes, and updates; and upgrades and feature releases.

** Please note that the descriptions and times listed in this table are general options that may not be available in all areas. Please consult 
with your Marconi Sales Representative during or prior to ordering to determine specific services available at your equipment location(s).


